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ABSTRACT 
For a class of linear singular optimal control problems with a non-
unique singular arc, an asymptotic solution of the corresponding nearly 
singular problem is constructed and its validity is proved from the con-
vergence of the power series solution of the Riccati equation. 
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I • INTRODUCTION 
In this paper we study a class of linear time-in-
variant, n-dimensional dynamical systems of the 
type 
(lab) x = Ax+ Bv, x(O) 
with performance index 
(le) f a, 2 J = 0 x'Qx + E v'~v dt, O<E<< I, 
where Q is a symnetric positive semi-definite 
matrix and R is symnetric and positive definite. We 
denote then-dimensional state space by X. The con-
trol vector takes its values in the linear m-dimen-
sional space U and v( •); lR+ + U is assumed to be a 
piece-wise continuous mapping. We will analyse the 
corresponding algebraic Riccati equation in the 
limit E + 0 for the case 
(2ab) X = K + B and 
where K = Ker Q and B 
KnBf,-·o, 
Im B. As we pointed out in 
[2], the singular optimal control problem, that is 
(I) with E = 0, may, under certain conditions, 
have a family of solutions. By the conditions (2ab) 
we limit ourselves to a representive subclass of 
problems with a non-unique singular arc. In this 
paper we sketch the method of proving rigourously 
the correctness of the asymptotic approximation of 
(I) satisfying (2). It is assumed that the pair 
(A,B) is stabilizable and the pair (C,A) with 
C'C = Q is observable. In addition to this similar 
types of hypotheses holding on a subsystem of (I) 
will be made later on. 
2. CONVERGENCE OF A FORMAL POWER SERIES 
First we remark that the algebraic Riccati equation 
that corresponds with (I) has a unique symmetric 
positive definite solution, as we may conclude from 
the following theorem by Wonham [6]. 
THEOREM I. The elass of syrrmetrie, positive defi-
nite matriees eontains a unique element that satis-
fies 
(3) A'P +PA+ PBR- 1B'P + C'C = 0 
provided that (A,B) is stabilizable and (C,A) is 
observable. 
For proving the convergence of the formal power 
series solution of the algebraic Riccati equation 
we need the following theorem of Hautus [4]. 
THEOREM 2. Let the funetions F .• (Z,E), 
l.J 
i,j = l, ••• ,n with Z = {Z .. } .• _ 1 be analytie l.J i,J- , •.• ,n 
in a neighborhood of (Z,E) = (O,O) and let Z = Z(E) 
be a formal p01,Jer series solution of the equation 
F(Z;E) = O. If def Fz(Z(E);E) 1- O in a neighborhood 
of E = O, then Z(E) is eonvergent. 
Thus, if for the algebraic Riccati equation we can 
prove that def F2 (Z(£);£) IO and that the symme-
tric power series expansion for the solution is 
positive definite, then it represents a symmetric 
positive definite analytic function satisfying the 
Riccati equation. According to Theorem I this func-
tion is the unique gain function that corresponds 
with the optimal solution. 
3. THE OPTIMAL SOLUTION FOR £ ➔ 0 
The system (I) can be transformed into 
(i) (A O)(x\ (B O) (u) ~ , ~" '. J+ : Bk ~ 
( xs (O)) (xso) 
~(O) ~O 
with performance index 
where for x = (xs•~) such an-dimensional basis is 
taken that (O,~) EK and (xs,O) i K. 
It is known that (4) has an optimal solution with 
(5) -2 -I 2 u = -£ R (B'P+E N')x, 
where 
and Pis the uniquely determined symmetric pnsitive 
definite matrix satisfying the algebraic Riccati 
eqll!l-tion 
(6) P(A-BR- 1N')+(A-BR-IN')'P-£-2PBR-IB'P+Q+ 
+ £2 (M-NR- 1N') = 0. 
Substitution of the formal power series 
(7ab) p (
p. 
(") SJ p J = 
Pksj 
into (6) yields after equating terms of equal 
powers of£ the coeficients P(j); we find that 
(Sa) 
(Sbc) 
(Sd) 
psOBs{Rs-~s~l~s}B;PsO = Qs, 
pkso = pkO = 0, 
-I -I 
pkl{~-Bk~ Nk}+{~-Bk~ Nk}Pkl + 
-I -I 
-Pk!Bk~ BkPkl+~-Nk~ Nk = o. 
2 
We will assume that (Sd) has a unique symmetric 
positive definite solution. Then we are in the po-
sition to prove the following. 
THEOREM 3. The symmetric formal power series solu-
tion (7) has a positive radius of convergence and 
is positive definite. Hence it represents an ana-
lytic function, defined in a neighborhood of£= O, 
being the unique symmetric, positive definite solu-
tion of (6). 
Outline of the proof. Substitution of 
(9) P = EP(O) + £2P(I) + £2Z 
in (6) yields 
(IOa) F(Z;E) - ZH(E)+H(£) 1 Z-EZBR-IB'Z+EG 0 
with 
(IOb) H(E) = E(A-BR-IN')-BR-IB'(P(O)+EP(l)). 
It is shown that det(H) IO, which is equivalent 
with det(aF/aZ) IO at Z = 0. From theorem 2 we 
conclude that (7) has a positive radius of conver-
gence. Furthermore, it can be shown that for 
(Ila) 
with 
3 2 
x'Px = £Q 1 (x;£)+0(£ l:<I ) 
(lib) Q1 = x;PsOxs+£x;Pslxs+2£x;Pksl~+£~Pkl~' 
the following inequality holds 
(12) 
where 6 is some arbitrary small positive number 
independent of£. Consequently, Pis positive def-
inite and from theorem I it follows that the con-
vergent series (7) is a representation of the ana-
lytic, unique, positive definite, symmetric solu-
tion of (6). 0 
In the limit for£ ➔ 0 the optimal solution has 
the following behavior. (see [3] for the deriva-
tion of this result). Initially, it jumps from 
(xsO'~O) to the subspace K: 
(13a) (xs,~) = 
-1 -1 -1 -1 
(0,~0-Bk~ ~s (Rs -~s~ ~s) Bs xsO) 
Then within the subspace K the optimal solution of 
with initial value (13a) on performance index 
has to be found, which is equivalent to solving 
the Riccati equation (8d). 
4. CONCLUDING REMARKS 
The main result of this paper concerns the limit 
behavior of solutions of nearly singular optimal 
control problems (I) with a nontrivial control-
lability subspace contained in the kernel of Q. For 
this class of problems the corresponding singular 
problem, that is (1) with E = 0, has a family of 
solutions, each of them composed of an initial 
pulse and a singular arc. We presented a method for 
selecting the correct limit solution and proved the 
validity of the re:sul t. 
The class of control systems we analyzed has var-
ious applications in technology, see [l]. The non-
uniqueness of the singular problem brings about 
that in the large the behavior of the optimal solu-
tion within the subspace K follows from 0(E 2) terms 
of the performance index. As a consequence of this 
the solution may vary in an indefinite way within 
the subspace K as E ➔ 0. This fact may for a great 
deal explain the observed sensitivity of the sin-
gular arc on the fysical parameters in a model for 
optimal heating and cooling by solar energy [5, 
p.302], which is of the type we dealt with. 
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